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Managing Behaviour Programme
Positive Behaviour


If a child behaves appropriately they will be praised for their behaviour and awarded
a ‘Dojo’ point.



If a child continues with exceptional behaviour they will be awarded with further
‘Dojo’ points in order to gain class rewards.



If a child accumulates 100 Dojo points by the end of the first half term, they will be
rewarded by attending the ‘Dojo Dash Day’. Further Dojo targets will be set
throughout the year and children will be rewarded for achieving these.



Children who show outstanding behaviour may be chosen for ‘Star of the Week’.

Unacceptable Behaviour


School rules will be reaffirmed frequently by all staff. Our school rules are
displayed throughout school.



In Foundation Stage and St Matthew’s class time will be deducted from the next
playtime if the children are displaying inappropriate behaviour.



If a child behaves inappropriately they will be reminded of their behaviour and given
a warning.



If the child continues with the unacceptable behaviour ‘Dojo’ points will be deducted.
The amount of ‘Dojo’ points depends on the type of inappropriate behaviour. (See
appendix)



If the child continues to behave inappropriately they will be sent to ‘cool off’ in the
‘Time Out ‘ zone in the classroom and additional ‘Dojo’ points deducted. (Timer to be
used)



Children who continue with unacceptable behaviour will be sent to Mrs Gac or Miss
Hutchinson’s class. At least three ‘Dojo’ points will be deducted. Work to be sent
with the children. Children will return to their classroom after one period. They will
miss the next playtime or fifteen minutes during lunchtime. (Parents/carers will be
informed)



Children who continue with unacceptable behaviour will be removed from class and
complete their work in the head teacher’s office.



Children who display certain inappropriate behaviour, for example, fighting will be
placed on ‘report’. Children will be issued with a report card and their behaviour will
be monitored for a period of time. Parents/carers will be asked to come into school
to discuss their child’s behaviour. Whilst on ‘report’ the child will miss all their
playtimes. They will not be allowed to attend any after school clubs, represent school
in any way or go on any educational visits or residential trips.



The child will stay on ‘report’ until a member of the senior management team is
confident that the child’s behaviour has changed.

(Where disputes arise the school will adopt a restorative approach. Four staff have been
trained in Team Teach and acknowledge that de-escalation of a difficult situation is 95% of
the solution. In rare cases children will be positively handled to avoid them hurting
themselves, another pupil or a member of staff. The school adheres to the DFE guidance
on ‘Use of Reasonable Force’.

(If a child displays behaviour that puts themselves or others in danger then these steps
will not be followed. The child will automatically be placed on a monitoring programme or a
‘fixed term’ exclusion imposed)
(All incidents must be entered into CPOMS by the class teacher/ senior midday supervisor)

Appendix One

Being kind +2
Completing homework on time +2
Concentrating +2
Great effort +2
Lining up nicely after break/dinner +2
Good manners +2
Good behaviour during lunch time +2
Great presentation +2
Quality of work +2
Reading at home with an adult/signed reading record +2
Being ready to learn +2
Team work +2
Have P.E kit every lesson for the whole half term +5

Act of aggression (fighting, punching walls etc.) -5
Behaviour in assembly -1
Being rude to an adult -5
Being unkind -1
Disturbing other children’s learning -1
Inappropriate language (swearing) –2
Inappropriate lunch time behaviour -2
Inappropriate response (shrugging shoulders, rolling your eyes etc.) -1

Leaving the classroom without permission -2
No P.E kit for 2 week lessons -3
Being off task (not completing your work) -1
Inappropriate behaviour on the corridor -1

Appendix 2
Football Rules


No pushing



No shoulder barging



No fighting



Take turns in the net



No fouling

If one of the football rules is broken, the child will be given a yellow card.
A list of children with yellow cards will be kept in the staffroom.
3 yellow cards and the child will be banned from football for the rest of the term.
Every class will have a ball monitor chosen by the class teacher at the beginning of each half term.
The ball will be taken inside at 12.50pm each day.
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